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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In 2007, the Department for Transport announced that a fundamental overhaul of

how people learn to drive was required in order to address key gaps in driver

training and testing and to improve safety on British roads. In response to this, the

Driving Standards Agency (DSA) produced a summary of proposals in their

consultation: Learning to Drive. This report sets out the evidence on why there is a

need to transform the training and testing of drivers, illustrating the Department for

Transport and the Driving Standards Agency’s assessment of the current problem.

The evidence has been grouped into three key (but related) issues:

• issues with how people are learning to drive;

• weaknesses in what people learn during driver training and testing; and

• the ability, attitudes and behaviours of new drivers.

Requirements for the training and testing of drivers in
Britain

In contrast to some other countries (for example, Denmark and Germany), there is

no compulsory theoretical or practical driver training for those wanting to drive in

Britain. In Britain the driving test represents that main tool for inducing learner

drivers to build up training and experience before passing the test and driving

independently; ultimately, the test influences how people learn to drive. At present,

there is huge variation in how people prepare for the driving tests and future driving.

In Britain, the driving test was established in 1935. Changes to vehicles, traffic

levels and road designs that have taken place subsequently represent major changes

to the skills that have to be demonstrated in order to pass the driving test and to

drive safely. As a result of the changing driving environment, some adjustments

have been made to the driving test; however, these changes have really represented

tweaks to the driver testing system rather than significant differences. The evidence

presented in this report suggests that these changes have not been sufficient to

ensure that all new drivers are trained and tested in a manner to prepare them for a

safe and competent driving career.

Learning to drive and preparation for the driving tests

Learning to drive is not undertaken in an effective, integrated or
systematic way

There is evidence that learners are not effectively engaging with the current training

and testing system. They have an unstructured approach to learning to drive, which

divorces the theory and the practice: a number of learners study for the theory test in
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isolation rather than adopting an integrated approach to their learning; others

demonstrate an over reliance upon instructors; monitoring progress appears to be

inadequate for learners; and many learners are not complementing professional

training with informal practice to increase their total driving experience prior to

testing. These patterns are not ideal, especially since more driving experience (either

through more lessons or practice) prior to testing is widely accepted by road safety

researchers and practitioners to result in a number of benefits, including improved

safety.

Many learners lack a clear understanding of what is involved in
becoming a safe and competent driver, and are presenting for the
practical test unprepared with poor driving ability

Many driving test candidates apply for the test before they have sufficient

competence in the requisite skills because they believe that they have some

probability of passing. As a result, there are low pass rates and candidates do not

pass for serious and dangerous driving behaviour in test conditions. The latest data

from the DSA show that the national pass rate for the practical test is only 44%

(Road Safety Information System (RSIS) database 2007/08). Furthermore, a

sizeable proportion demonstrates that they are nowhere near test standard. Among

those who do not pass the test, few recognise their own role in the outcome,

preferring instead to blame external factors.

Weaknesses in the education, training and testing of
drivers

Education and training

Although there is considerable flexibility regarding the manner in which learner

drivers learn to drive, current arrangements for their training, including what is

taught and how, do not provide them with the right skills and experience to be safe

drivers. For example, risky behaviours which can lead to accidents are not being

sufficiently addressed through driver education; learner drivers are not currently

being educated about attitude and motivation, which represent key road safety issues

for drivers; and various training tools and schemes need to be improved to achieve

their full potential.

Testing

In terms of testing, there are issues about the coverage and validity of the practical

test: it does not assess key components of the driving task which are necessary for

safe and competent independent driving. These aspects include independent driving

skills, self-evaluation, and recognising and dealing with the effects which personal

and journey-related factors can have on driving safety, including speed choice.

Learning to Drive: The Evidence
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Perversely, people who find it easiest to pass the test tend to be those who will go on

to have a high accident rate. While the accident liability of new drivers is high

immediately after the test, it falls sharply as they gain post-test experience, which

shows that they still have a lot to learn after passing the test. Many people believe

that passing the practical test does not make you a safe driver.

The ability, attitudes and behaviours of new drivers

Some new drivers have a poor understanding of good driving

The way some drivers think about driving represents a significant problem which

needs to be addressed: some young drivers have a poor conceptualisation of good

driving; for others, learning to drive is thought to inevitably involve accidents, while

others demonstrate little awareness that driving involves the shared use of space on

the roads; and some new drivers believe that they really learn to drive after passing

the practical test.

New drivers have significant gaps in driving experience or ability
when they qualify for a licence

New drivers are expected to be safe and competent drivers, but many pass the

practical test without having been exposed to a wide range of driving conditions or

without being consistent in their driving ability. From a road safety perspective, it is

worrying that one in twenty (5%) respondents who passed the test had no experience

on country roads, given that a high proportion of casualties occur on rural roads.

One in eight (12%) respondents who actually passed their practical test admitted

that they had no experience at all of driving in darkness.

Although new drivers emerge from the practical test with high
levels of confidence in their driving ability, they can identify gaps
in their skills but seek no further training

For many new drivers, initial confidence in their ability to drive, which is validated

by passing the test, starts to wane when they realise the complexity of the driving

task and diversity of the situations they will encounter on the roads. After passing

the test new drivers can identify their weaknesses, but few resort to further training:

only one in five (22%) respondents in the Cohort II study (Wells et al., 2008) took

any form of further instruction or training in the first year after passing their

practical driving test.

Young and new drivers exhibit a range of unsafe driving attitudes
and behaviour

Some young and new drivers exhibit speeding behaviour, they admit to drink-

driving and driving after taking drugs, and believe that that their peers’driving is
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unsafe. They are generally over-represented in the proportion of accidents involving

contributory factors which are attributable to the driver.

Many young and new drivers are involved in road accidents and
they are over-represented in road casualty statistics

Many young and new drivers are involved in near misses and road accidents – a

number of these result in casualties. The Government’s road safety strategy has been

less effective in reducing death and injury among young drivers than other groups.

In 2006, 145 young car drivers aged 17 to 19 were killed compared with an average

of 125 in 1994–98. Young drivers are over-represented in road casualties. Car

drivers aged 17 to 19 account for approximately 2% of the total driving population

represent 12% of all car drivers who were killed and seriously injured, and 14% of

all driver deaths in Britain. Finally, as a result of high accident rates, young and new

drivers have relatively high insurance premiums.

Key conclusions

The evidence suggests that the reform of driver training and testing has both

learning and testing challenges.

The learning challenges

• The right quantity and type of driving experience.

• Systematic learning around explicit goals and ownership of those goals.

• Creating a culture of lifelong learning and driver development.

The testing challenge

• Creating an overall driving test that gives a more realistic and rounded

assessment of whether someone is fit to drive alone.

Learning to Drive: The Evidence
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1 INTRODUCTION

In February 2007, the Department for Transport published a review of the

Government’s Road Safety Strategy, Tomorrow’s Roads – Safer for Everyone. It

announced that a fundamental overhaul of how people learn to drive was required

in order to address key gaps in driver training and testing and to improve safety on

British roads. Proposals for how to do this are presented in the Driving Standards

Agency’s (DSA) Learning to Drive consultation (DSA, 2008a). This report, which

complements the consultation, sets out the evidence for why there is a need to

transform driver training and testing.

The evidence in this report suggests that there fundamental weaknesses with the

learning to drive process and how people learn to drive. As a result, many new

drivers are ill prepared for safe driving when they pass their practical test and start

to drive independently. The evidence has been grouped into three key (but related)

issues which reflect the structure of this report:

• issues with how people are learning to drive – for example, learning is carried

out inefficiently;

• gaps in what people learn during driver training and testing – for example, the

driving test focuses too narrowly on vehicle control; and,

• the ability, attitudes and behaviours of new drivers – for example, new drivers

are overconfident and overestimate their own ability; they view the practical test

as the end point of the formal learning process.

This report has been prepared by the Department for Transport, with the Driving

Standards Agency, to illustrate our assessment of the problem. It does not represent

a systematic review of all the evidence on driver education, training and testing.

The report also focuses solely on learning to drive for car drivers rather the drivers

of other vehicles.

1.1 Why do people drive?

There are many different reasons to drive and to learn to drive (see Department for

Transport, 2006a). For many young people, learning to drive represents a significant

event in the transition to adulthood. It can bring independence and flexibility but

also increased access to opportunities for education, employment and leisure

(Cartmel and Furlong, 2000). Drivers are also vital to many kinds of business and

public services. Many people in rural areas regard being able to drive as a necessity

(Derek Halden Consultancy, 2003; Martin et al., 2004). For example, in one survey,

one in nine (11%) car drivers claimed that they could not use alternative transport

modes for any of their journeys (Stradling, 2005; cited in Department for Transport,
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2006a). Another survey found that two-fifths (41%) of the car journeys reported by

adults could not have been made by public transport (Barker and Connolly, 2005;

cited in Department for Transport, 2006a). The desire to drive is widespread, to that

extent that children aspire to be drivers when they get older (Kingham and Donohoe,

2002).

1.2 What are the experiences of the new driver?

Over three-quarters of a million people acquired a licence to drive on Britain’s roads

in 2006/07, marking a shift in their status from accompanied learner drivers to

independent, newly qualified drivers.

Box 1.1: Definitions

The terms ‘young’, ‘new’, ‘newly qualified’ and ‘novice’drivers are prevalent in

the literature. Their use and definitions vary, and they have often been used

interchangeably.

The term ‘new driver’ will be used in this document and, unless stated otherwise,

refers to a driver who has had a full licence for two or three years. Not all new

drivers are young drivers, although all young drivers under 19 years of age are

relatively inexperienced and therefore new drivers. Many new drivers are from

older age groups; however, half (50%) of drivers who passed the test in 2006/07

were 17 to 19 years old; a quarter (25%) were aged 25 or over (Road Safety

Information System (RSIS) database, 2006/07).1

1.2.1 Driving behaviour and involvement in accidents

Once they have passed the practical test new drivers (see Box 1.1 for definition) tend

to drive frequently. The recently published Cohort II study (Wells et al., 2008)2

found that around four out of five respondents (79%) reported driving on four or

more days per week within six months of passing the test. Data from the National

Travel Survey from 2002–06 indicate that drivers with a licence for up to three

years, on average, take 12 car trips per week and drive over 4,700 miles each year.3

Unfortunately, many new drivers are likely to be involved in an accident within a

few years of passing the driving test. One in five (19%) drivers reported having an

accident in the first six months after passing the test, while seven in ten (70%)

reported having a ‘near accident’ in the same time period (Wells et al., 2008). The

number of reported casualty accidents involving young drivers is higher today than

1 Refer to Notes section for more information on this data source.

2 Refer to Notes section for more information on this data source.

3 This data has been specially extracted from the 2006 National Travel Survey. Refer to
Notes section for more information on the data.
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in 1994–98. Based on 2006 data, it has been estimated that over 300 inexperienced

and new drivers and their passengers were killed on Britain’s roads, representing

around one in five car deaths (DSA, 2008b).

The causes of accidents and of poor driving are complex; however, research has

identified a number of factors which are associated with such a high accident risk

for young and new drivers. These factors include age and driving experience (which

is explained in more detail in Box 1.2.), overconfidence in their own driving ability,

underestimation of risk, poor hazard perception, poor attitudes to driving, gender,

peer pressure, parental influence (see, for example, reviews in Baughan et al.,

2005a; ECMT, 2006; Parker and Stradling, 2001; RoSPA, 2002; Waylen and

McKenna, 2002). Detailed analysis of road accidents involving young drivers found

that driving errors and unsafe behaviour contributed to accidents; for example, loss

of control, being careless, reckless or in a hurry, travelling too fast for the

conditions, managing slippery roads, speeding, drink-driving and aggressive driving.

In some cases, these factors represent a lack of skill or poor decision-making, but it

also reflects that some drivers actually choose to drive in a dangerous manner.

Box 1.2: How does age and experience influence the
accident rates of new drivers?

In 2007, the Transport Select Committee asked to what extent novice (new)

drivers are more at risk of being involved in a collision than other drivers, and

whether this is primarily a consequence of age, inexperience or a combination of

both (see House of Commons, 2007a and 2007b). Research in a number of

countries shows that accident liability can be affected by both age and experience,

and that the risk of being involved in a road traffic accident within the first year of

driving decreases substantially as a result of maturation (i.e. increased age) and

more driving experience (for example, ECMT, 2006; Wells et al., 2008). This

means that while the accident risk for all new drivers is considerable, the risk is

lower the older a new driver is. This relationship is illustrated in Figure 1.1,

which shows that the effect of experience is stronger than the effects of age.

The sex of the driver is an important factor. Wells et al. (2008) found that male

respondents reported more public road accidents than female respondents at 6,

12, 24 and 36 months after passing the test. Statistical modelling shows that

accident liability changed more sharply with the age of passing the test for male

drivers than for female drivers – after controlling for the effects of differences in

driving exposure. For very low levels of exposure, or for those who passed their

test after the age of 22, the accident liability for females was estimated to be

higher than that for males.

During the first six months of independent driving after passing the practical test,

the accident liability of drivers decreased sharply (see Maycock et al., 1991,
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2002; Wells et al., 2008). The likelihood of having any accident fell for

respondents to Cohort II by approximately 45% between the first and second six-

month periods after passing the test; for reported accidents specifically on public

roads, the rate fell by 37% over the same period (Figure 1.2) (Wells et al., 2008).

This evidence suggests that the age of a driver is a less significant factor in

accidents involving new drivers than the amount of driving experience, and

drivers of all ages are particularly at risk during the six months after passing the

test.
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A number of new drivers emerge from the training and testing system insufficiently

prepared for the driving tasks they face. Although those who pass the practical test

today have more hours of driving experience under their belts than 20 years ago, this

increase in experience is not reflected by any major improvement in the pass rate or

in the accident rate of young drivers over this time period. Many qualify with little

or no exposure to some typical driving conditions; many have not reached a

consistent standard of driving. They have driven well enough to pass the test, but

might very well fail another test if they were to take it. While confidence in their

driving ability is initially high, they can identify gaps in their driving ability and

skills. Yet, only a small proportion of new drivers take further training after passing

their test to improve their driving, sometimes even in spite of incentives.

1.2.2 Attitudes and understanding

The value attached to passing the test is not as high as it could be among new

drivers: in a recent poll, the majority of drivers with a licence for up to three years

agreed that passing the test does not make you a safe driver (Angle et al., 2007).

Some think that passing the driving test is not even based on driving ability.

Furthermore, many young drivers have opted out of the licensing system in Britain

altogether and are driving illegally without a licence.

Qualitative research indicates that some young and new drivers have a poor

understanding of good driving; they understand emotional4 and physical5 aspects,

but tend to be less aware of social etiquette in the use of shared road space. Some

think that they learn ‘real driving’ after passing the practical test, and that the test is

merely a barrier to doing this. In this context, it appears that a number of new

drivers expect to teach themselves how to drive in an unsupervised and ad-hoc

fashion, learning from mistakes. They regard road accidents as a normal part of the

post-test learning process and young drivers readily agree that the driving of their

peers is unsafe. There is, however, little evidence on the prevalence of these views.

1.3 What are the problems with the learning, training and
testing of drivers?

In addition to high accident levels, there are a number of indications that the way in

which learner drivers are educated and trained to drive is failing to provide them

with the necessary knowledge, skills and competencies to be safe, competent and

responsible independent drivers. There are problems, for example, with how people

are learning to drive. Many learners appear to have an unstructured and poorly

integrated approach to learning to drive. They lack experience of driving in certain

conditions, particularly driving in darkness and on country roads. They do not use

progress documentation to structure and monitor their learning; they are poor at

4 Driving as an emotional activity is about preserving an appropriate frame of mind to
drive well in the face of distractions and annoyances (Christmas, 2007: p. 4).

5 Driving as a physical activity is about safely controlling and guiding the vehicle, a
physical object, through a complex physical environment (Christmas, 2007).
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assessing their own readiness and ability to drive safety. Many do not complement

professional training with informal practice, which more closely reflects

independent driving. They attempt the practical test when they feel that they have a

moderate probability of passing. When presenting for the test learner drivers are

able to identify significant gaps in their driving skills. Many demonstrate such poor

driving ability that they make serious or dangerous faults under test conditions and

ultimately do not pass the test. It also appears that learners do not take responsibility

for their own learning, relying heavily upon driving instructors and often blaming

external factors for unsuccessful practical test results.

There are also fundamental weaknesses in current arrangements in preparing new

drivers for safe, responsible driving on the roads. In terms of education and training,

attitude and motivation, and certain forms of risky behaviour, which represent key

safety issues for drivers, are not being sufficiently addressed. Although hazard

perception testing among learners seems to have delivered some safety benefits, it

may not have achieved its full potential. To date, there is limited evidence on the

effectiveness of the schemes and products designed to aid learning to drive and

improve the safety of new drivers. While the limited evidence available suggests that

the opportunity for systematic driver record-keeping might not have been effective

in influencing the driving experience of learners prior to taking the practical test,

although there has been no robust evaluation of these effects. Similarly, the only

available evidence to date on learning schemes targeted at pre-drivers and those for

new drivers appears to have limited safety benefits.

In terms of testing, there are issues about the coverage and validity of the practical

test: it does not assess key components of the driving task which are necessary for

safe and competent independent driving and, perversely, people who find it easiest to

pass the test tend to be those who will go on to have a high accident rate.

Ultimately, for many, the approach to learning to drive, described in this section, is

unstructured and incomplete. The learning, training and testing of drivers

therefore has the potential to be substantially improved to benefit the learner, the

new driver, road users and wider society.

1.4 Structure of this report

Chapter 2 presents an overview of the requirements for training and testing.

Chapter 3 presents evidence on how people in Britain learn to drive and prepare for

the driving test. Chapter 4 looks at how some basic attitudes, behaviour and skills,

which are thought to lead to increased risks for new drivers are being neglected in

current training and testing arrangements. Chapter 5 puts the need for effective

driver training in the wider context by focusing on the behaviour and experiences of

new drivers. Chapter 6 outlines key conclusions and the policy response to this

evidence.

Learning to Drive: The Evidence
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2 REQUIREMENTS FOR THE TRAINING AND

TESTING OF DRIVERS IN BRITAIN

This chapter sets out evidence on trends in driver training and testing. It also

describes the system within which people currently learn to drive in Britain.

2.1 Introduction

Road traffic in Great Britain has grown by 84% since 1980. Latest estimates from

the National Travel Survey (2006) suggest that there are 33.7 million driving licence

holders (DfT, 2007c: p. 22) and that three in four households have access to a car

(ONS, 2007). In general, there has been a steady increase in the absolute number of

newly qualified drivers on the roads since 2000/01 – although 2006/07 saw a small

relative fall (Figure 2.1).

From 1995/97 to 2006 there was a decline in the proportion young people holding a

driving licence: those with a licence aged 17 to 20 years fell from 43% to 34% over

this period (Figure 2.2). Possible reasons for this decline are thought to include:

• the cost of lessons, insurance and buying a car;

• the increasing difficulty of passing the driving test (including the theory test

introduced in 1996); and,

• the fact that more young people are students and unable to afford cars and the

associated costs (DfT, 2007c: p. 23).
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Figure 2.1: Trends in the number of newly qualified drivers by year, from 2000/01
to 2006/07

(Source: RSIS 2006/07)
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2.2 Overview of how people learn to drive

All learners must acquire a provisional driving licence, which permits them to learn

to drive, subject to certain restrictions.6 The minimum age to drive a car in Britain is

17 years, although it is possible to apply for a provisional licence from the Driver

and Vehicle Licensing Agency (DVLA) up to two months beforehand. Full licences

are also available to people aged 16 if they are in receipt of a Higher Mobility

Allowance or if they are learning to drive a tractor or a moped. In 2006/07, just over

half of all provisional licences (55%) were issued to 16 and 17 year olds (DVLA,

unpublished data). Minimum requirements for driver licensing are set out in

European Commission Directives.

In Britain the driving test represents the main tool for inducing learner drivers to

build up training and experience before passing the test and driving independently;

ultimately, the test induces how people learn to drive (Baughan et al., 2005a). In

contrast to some other countries, there is no compulsory theoretical or practical

driver training for those wanting to drive in Britain (see Boxes 2.1 and 2.2).
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Figure 2.2: Trends in the proportion of young people (aged 17 to 20 years) who
have a driving licence, 1975/76 to 2006

(Source: Data from the National Travel Survey, 1975/76 to 2006)

6 The restrictions include the following: learners have to be accompanied by an
experienced driver; they must display ‘L’-plates (or ‘D’-plates in Wales); and they must
not drive on motorways. These restrictions are lifted when learners pass their driving
test and acquire a full licence.
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Box 2.1: Requirements of theoretical and practical driver
training in Britain

Learners in Britain have the freedom to choose the means by which they prepare

for their tests, with no mandatory theoretical or practical training. Informal

training is permitted through accompanied driving practice. There is no minimum

amount of driving experience required, no minimum learning period and no post-

test restrictions. However, learners in Britain generally have considerably more

practical driving experience than is prescribed in countries with a set minimum

(see ECMT, 2006).

There is huge variation in how people learn to drive and prepare for driving tests.

Research found that different types of learner chose different learning strategies.

Less able pupils learned to drive effectively with professional instructors,

characterised as a consistent and slower experience, rich in instruction and

feedback; more able pupils benefited more from the greater variety, higher speed,

and reduced instruction and feedback that characterise informal driving practice

(Groeger and Brady, 2004). This would suggest that different learners will inevitably

benefit from varying amounts of formal and informal training and practice, and a

single approach to teaching and supporting learners will not be as effective as a

tailored regime which takes account of the learner’s individual aptitude and their

preferred learning styles.

The Cohort II study (Wells et al., 2008) provides the most recent ‘snapshot’ of how

people learn to drive in Britain. Some key findings are presented in Box 2.2.

Box 2.2: Findings about learning to drive (2001–05)

• Virtually all learners (99%) took some form of professional instruction.

• On average, learners took 52 hours7 of professional lessons prior to their

practical test, although this varied by age and sex.

• Approximately half of learners (55%) had practice sessions with friends or

relatives, for an average of 24 hours

• Nearly all learners (99.5%) used some kind of material to prepare for the

multiple-choice part of the theory test; 96% used material to prepare for the

hazard perception test, but a fifth of respondents (22%) did not use any form

of learning material to prepare for the practical test.

• The average learning time to taking the practical test was 14 months;

generally males learnt to drive in less time than females, and younger people

learnt in less time than older people.

(Source: Based on respondents to the Cohort II study (Wells et al., 2008))

7 On average, respondents who passed the practical test had 47 hours of professional
instruction.
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2.3 Overview of the driving test

Many people focus on the final practical assessment of driving, however the testing

processes actually consists of six parts in two stages (Box 2.3).

Box 2.3: The full driving test

‘Show me/ tell me’ test of knowledge about the car

Practical assessment of standard manoeuvres
Practical assessment of general driving on the road

Stage 1
Assessment of knowledge and understanding

(multiple-choice theory test)

Assessment of hazard perception skills

↓

Stage 2

These six components enable a judgement to be made about the suitability of a

candidate’s driving based on a snapshot of driving behaviour: it can only test how

well the candidate deals with the challenges encountered during a specific period. In

particular, the practical driving test, representing the last stage of the process,

attempts to screen out drivers who pose an unacceptable threat to themselves or to

others and who fail to meet a minimum standard (see Baughan et al. (2005a) for a

review of the British practical test).

2.4 History of driver testing in Britain

In recent years, there have been a number of changes to the driving test in Britain

since it was first introduced. These changes reflect the changing environment in

which drivers need to operate safely, and changes in European legislation on driver

testing standards.

2.4.1 The practical test

The driving test was established in 1935, as road deaths rose in tandem with

increased traffic. The practical test then was broadly similar to the practical test

today, including a turn in the road, a reverse left, an emergency stop and a section of

‘general driving’. However, changes to vehicles, traffic levels and road designs that

have taken place since 1935 constitute major changes to the skills which candidates

need to demonstrate in the practical test. Although there have been some

adjustments to the test to reflect the modern driving environment, for example arm

signals have been phased out and reverse parking has been included, such changes

have really represented ‘tweaks’ to the driver testing system in Britain. Since 1935,

a total of 92 million driving tests have taken place (RSIS data).

In addition, the Driving Standards Agency (DSA) introduced a number of changes

to the practical test in 1999 with the aim of providing a more accurate assessment

which better reflected the modern road environment (see Box 2.4).

Learning to Drive: The Evidence
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Box 2.4: Recent changes to the practical driving test

The most recent changes to the practical test were introduced in 1999. These

comprised the following:

• the test duration was increased by about seven minutes to about 40 minutes;

• coverage of test routes was extended so that more routes would include

higher-speed dual- and single-carriageway roads;

• changes to the testing of the emergency stop and reversing manoeuvres

(whereby not all manoeuvres were necessarily tested in every test)8 also

yielded three to five minutes more time for free driving;

• all less serious faults (driver faults) were recorded and an upper limit of 15

placed on candidates in order to pass the test; and

• candidates were to be given a written explanation of the test report at the end

of the test.

A further change to the driving test was introduced in 2003 to comply with

Commission Directive 2000/56/EC, which introduced a new minimum standard

for driver testing. This required the inclusion of vehicle safety checks and is dealt

with via a brief oral examination at the start of the driving test during which two

questions from a possible 24 are asked, and the candidate is required to tell or

demonstrate how the safety checks would be undertaken.

Forthcoming changes

From September 2008, examiners will also assess and provide feedback on the

candidate’s ability to follow the principles of ‘eco-safe’driving during the

practical test. European research suggests that this type of driving can lead to a

5–10% improvement in fuel economy, with attendant environmental benefits

(CIECA, 2007). This assessment, however, will not contribute to the final test

outcome.

The DSA also started providing feedback to candidates who did not pass the

practical driving test from 1990. This was intended to provide greater transparency,

and to give candidates of all types a clearer understanding of why they had not

passed the test.

8 The changes involved one in three candidates (rather than all candidates) being asked to
demonstrate an emergency stop. In addition, the reverse parking manoeuvre was now
to be tested in the test centre car park where facilities were available, and two from
three of the set manoeuvres (turning in the road, reverse parking and reversing around a
corner), rather than all three, would be required in each test.
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2.4.2 The theory test

In 1996, the DSA introduced the theory test, which replaced questions at the end of

the test on the Highway Code, in order to comply with European Law.9 It was

intended to ensure that drivers had a proper knowledge of a range of driving theory,

including traffic regulations, driver behaviour and safe road use. The hazard

perception component of the theory test was introduced in 2002 to bring about an

improvement in learners’ anticipation and scanning for potential hazards.

Despite these modifications to the testing regime – in both the practical and the

theory tests – the evidence reviewed in this report suggests that these changes have

not been sufficient to ensure that all learner drivers are trained and tested in a

manner to prepare them for a safe and competent driving career.

2.5 Performance at the driving test

Pass rates vary for different parts of the driving test. Pass rates for the practical

driving test vary, over time and by the demographics characteristics of candidates.

Data on the performance of test candidates are presented in Box 2.5. These data are

based on the latest available data for a full year.

Box 2.5: Statistics about the driving test (2006/07)

Theory and hazard perception tests

• The pass rate for the car theory test, including the hazard perception

component, was 68%.

• 1.8 million practical car driving tests were carried out in 2006/07.

Eyesight test

• In 2006/07, approximately 1,000 candidates were unable to successfully

complete the eyesight test.

Practical test (including manoeuvres)

• Nationally, in 2006/07, 43% of candidates passed the practical test on their

first attempt.

• On average it took 2.3 attempts for successful candidates to pass the practical

test.

• On average, successful candidates committed six driving faults; unsuccessful

candidates, on average, committed nine driving faults and two serious faults.

• The most common manoeuvre tested was the turn in the road, with

approximately 1.25 million carried out in 2006/07.

(Source: RSIS 2006/07)

9 European Directive 91/439/EC.
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There are however, notable variations in pass rates for the practical test by age and

sex.

2.5.1 Variations in the pass rate by sex

Males tend to have higher pass rates for the practical test than females. In 2006/07

the pass rate for males was 46% compared with 41% for females – a difference of

six percentage points, when rounded to the nearest whole percentage.10 However,

the difference in pass rate by sex has nearly halved since 1991/92, from eleven

percentage points to six percentage points for 2006/07.

Figure 2.3 illustrates how the pass rates for the practical test have changed over time

and also by sex, since 1990/91.

2.5.2 Variations in the pass rate by age

National data on pass rates show that younger candidates have markedly higher pass

rates compared with older candidates; the pass rates decline with the age at which

people take the test. In 2006/07, for example, the pass rate for 17-year-olds was 51%

compared with the national average of 43%; for those aged 17 to 19 years, the pass

rate was 47% compared with 38% for those aged 25 or over.
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Figure 2.3: Trends in the national pass rate for the practical car test, by sex,
1990/91 to 2006/07

* Data on the pass rate by sex are not available for 1990/91.
† This year represents changes to the practical driving test (see Box 2.2).
(Source: RSIS 2006/07)

10 These percentages are subject to rounding errors.
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2.5.3 Variations in pass rate by age and sex

Overall, young males have the highest pass rates: 49% of young males aged 17 to 19

years who attempted the practical car test passed compared with 45% of females of

the same age. By comparison, the pass rates for males and for females aged 25 or

over were 38% and 35% respectively. These rates are illustrated in Figure 2.4.

A number of factors are associated with higher pass rates. These are discussed in

more detail in Wells et al. (2008).
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3 LEARNING TO DRIVE AND PREPARATION FOR

THE DRIVING TESTS

This chapter highlights a number of problems with how learners approach learning

to drive. The learning strategies are not simply about the choices of learner drivers

but also reflect the set up of the current training and testing regime. Ineffective

learning processes and attempting the test with a moderate probability of passing

means that some people will pass the test before they have reached a consistent

standard of driving, and others will incur the associated costs of re-testing.

3.1 Introduction

Learning to drive is a considerable investment. It is estimated that the average cost

of learning to drive is around £1,350 to £1,800,11 depending on whether private

practice is taken. Learners have the autonomy to choose how to structure their

training to best suit their own needs and circumstances. Learners can also decide

when to apply for the practical test. Many present for the practical test when they

think they have a moderate probability of passing rather than when they are fully

competent in driving. For many, this results in unsuccessful test outcomes, and

requires additional time and resources to be spent re-testing. In order to get the

maximum benefit from any professional training and accompanied driving practice,

it is important that learners have a clear understanding of their own skills, what is

required of them to pass the test, and what is necessary to be a safe and competent

driver.

3.2 Learning to drive is not undertaken in an effective,
integrated or systematic way

The evidence suggests that learners are not effectively engaging with the current

training and testing system. Their approach to learning is unstructured, which

divorces the theory and the practice: some learners study for the theory test in

isolation rather than adopting an integrated approach; others demonstrate an over-

reliance upon instructors; progress monitoring appears to be inadequate; and, many

11 Provisional licence: £45; average number of professional lessons: 52 x £21; average
number of theory test attempts: 1.45 attempts x £28.50; average number of practical
tests: 2.26 attempts x £49.50; cost of renting an instructor’s car for the test (if taking
lessons only): 2.26 attempts x £21. It is assumed that those who do private practice will
have access to a car for the practical test and therefore will not bear the costs of using
an instructor’s car for the test. On average, those who take practice spend 34 hours
with an accompanying driver other than an instructor. Assuming fuel and vehicle costs
per mile (total 18.3p/mile), 30 miles per hour of practice (34 hours x £0.183 x 30 mph of
practice) and the cost of extra insurance (estimated at approximately £300 for the
relevant period). Overall, this gives a total cost of £1,358 for those taking lessons only
and £1,797 for those taking lessons and practice.
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learners do not complement professional training with informal driving practice to

increase their driving experience. Such patterns are not ideal, especially since more

driving experience (either through more lessons or practice) is widely accepted by

road safety researchers and practitioners to result in a number of benefits, including

improved safety (see ECMT, 2006).

3.2.1 Candidates who pass the test have more hours of driving prior to
the test now than 20 years ago, although this is not reflected by
an improvement in the pass rate, or the casualty rate for young
drivers

A study of those taking practical tests in 1988–89 (Cohort I; Forsyth, 1992a and

1992b) found that respondents who passed the test had a mean of 48 hours of total

driving experience (including tuition and practice). The equivalent figure for

respondents to the Cohort II study, who passed a practical test from 2001 to 2005,

was 67 hours. Figure 3.1 shows that most of this increase in total driving hours for

those who passed the test is accounted for by an increase in the number of hours of

professional driving instruction (from 31 hours to 47 hours).

There are concerns however, that this increase in the amount of professional

instruction has not resulted in improved pass rates or road safety. Since the early

1990s – around the time of the first Cohort study of learner and novice drivers

(Forsyth 1992a and 1992b) – pass rates for the practical test have decreased by

about ten percentage points and, from the mid-1990s, little progress has been made

in reducing the casualty rates for young car drivers (Figure 3.2).
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In this context however, it is also important to recognise that the many things that

affect driving have also changed over the last 20 years. Despite the trends identified

in Figure 3.2, we cannot be certain what the pass rates or casualty rates would have

been in the absence of increased instruction. It may be that the increase in

instruction has been necessary to help candidates keep pace with changes in driving,

technology, road conditions and the modifications to the test.

3.2.2 For some learners, the theoretical and practical elements of
learning to drive are not being integrated well

It is widely recognised that approved driving instructors (ADIs) have a critical role

in relating theory to practical experience. More than nine in ten (93%) respondents

in the Cohort II study who had professional lessons prior to taking the theory test

stated that they had received preparatory support for the test from their driving

instructor. For some learners, however, the theoretical and practical elements of

learning to driver are not well integrated. One in ten (10%) respondents had not had

any professional tuition prior to the theory test (Wells et al., 2008). Evidence

suggests that hazard perception training is most effective once learners have at least

some experience of real driving (for example, Grayson and Sexton 2002). The

purpose of the hazard perception training and testing after all is to improve hazard

awareness in learner drivers and not simply for them to pass the hazard perception

test for the sake of it.
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Figure 3.2: Trends in national pass rates and casualty rates for car drivers aged 17–24
years per billion kilometres driven

* Represents changes to the driving test (see Box 2.2).
† Owing to changes in the measurement of driving exposure in the National Travel Survey, it is
not possible to present casualty rates for young drivers prior to 1994.
(Sources: unpublished data from RSIS, STATS19, National Travel Survey)
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For the group of learners who pass the hazard perception test without any driving

experience, there are questions about the extent to which their theory and knowledge

are integrated with practical driving experience. It emphasises the need for approved

driving instructors (ADIs) to ensure that the topics covered in the theory test,

including safe driving, are effectively taught and reinforced in subsequent practical

lessons. Hazard perception is discussed further in Section 4.2.3.

It is clear that nearly all learner drivers used some form of study aid when preparing

for the multiple-choice component and the hazard perception component of the

theory test (99.5% and 96%, respectively). However, around a fifth (22%) of

respondents chose not to use any materials to help them in preparation for the

practical test. Nearly half (48%) of all respondents did not use the Highway Code to

prepare for the practical test (Figure 3.3). The last statistic is perhaps surprising, as

the Highway Code represents the rules of the road, and its interpretation in test

conditions represents part of the basis upon which the learners’driving is assessed. It

is worth noting however, that the some of these learners could have accessed

relevant information from the Highway Code through other publications. It is

Interesting however, that the majority (78%) of learners who attempted the practical

test did actually use some form of reference material in preparation.

In addition, there are of course, a number of possible reasons why learners do not

refer to supporting materials prior to their test. For example, only a third (33%) of

respondents in the Cohort II study said their driving instructor had actually

recommended any study materials to help prepare for the practical driving test.

Anecdotal evidence from practitioners and in qualitative research (Christmas, 2007)

suggests that learners simply want to get the theoretical aspect of the driving test

‘out of the way’ and do not regard the application of theory into practical skills as an
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ongoing and necessary part of the learning process. Wells et al. (2008) state that ‘it

is . . . possible that both learners and their instructors view the theory test as a

separate hurdle to deal with rather than part of the whole integrated learning

experience’ (p. 74).

3.2.3 Many learners do not complement professional training with
informal practice, which could benefit their driving

Nearly half (45%) of the respondents in the Cohort II study did not do any

accompanied driving practice prior to taking the practical test (Figure 3.4).

Increasing the amount of driving experience gained before passing the driving test

can be an effective way of reducing accidents among new drivers (Gregersen et al.,

2000). Wells et al. (2008) found that having informal practice was associated with

higher pass rates. Informal practice can also be a cost-effective way of increasing

the hours of driving experience and complementing formal training. Many learners

are therefore not accruing the benefits of extending their driving experience in this

way.

For some, there are likely to be issues of access to informal practice, for example,

because of the availability of a suitably qualified accompanying driver or associated

insurance costs. However, it is possible that measures to encourage learners to

accumulate more informal practice before taking the practical test may well prove

beneficial (Wells et al., 2008).

3.2.4 Many learners are not using any form of progress documentation
to structure and monitor their learning

In order to help learners to structure and monitor their training and development of

driving skills, the Driving Standards Agency (DSA) introduced a Driver Record.

This document sets out 24 key skills and provides a record of the driver’s degree of

independence of the instructor. From July 2003, the DSA Driver Record has been

routinely sent out with provisional licences. Yet, many learners appear not to be

using any form of progress monitoring, to self-assess and direct their learning. For
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Figure 3.4: Proportion of learners taking informal driving practice before the
practical test

(Source: Cohort II (Wells et al., 2008))
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example, the Cohort II study, four out of ten (41%) respondents reported not having

any form of driver record (see Figure 3.5).12

Even fewer respondents reported using a driver record. Of all respondents in the

Cohort II study, only 15% reported using one, irrespective of how frequently.

Among those with a DSA Driver Record (that is, 42% of total sample),13 nearly half

(47%) of these never or rarely used it (Figure 3.6). In fact, almost a third (31%)

reported never using the DSA Driver Record when learning to drive. However,

given that use of a driver record is voluntary, it was not possible to determine, using

the Cohort II study, whether training would be improved by the consistent use of

such a document. There was however no indication of any differences in the driving

experiences of respondents who reported using a driver record and those who did

not (Wells et al., 2008: p. 61).

12 The Cohort II study started in 2001, so some of the early respondents will not have
routinely received a DSA Driver Record. It is likely therefore that the percentages
presented underestimate possession of a Driver Record.

13 Those who held both a DSA Driver Record and another form of driver record were
included in the ‘Hold a DSA Driver Record’ group.

Hold a DSA

driver record

42%

Hold other

driver record

17%

Do not hold a

driver record

41%

Figure 3.5: Proportion of respondents who had a driver record

Note, 5% of respondents held a DSA Driver Record and a non-DSA driver record. These
respondents are included in the category ‘Hold a DSA Driver Record’.
(Source: Cohort II (Wells et al., 2008))

Rarely or
never use

47%

Use some
or most of
the time

53%

Figure 3.6: Proportion of those with a DSA Driver Record that use it

Note, these respondents represent 42% of the total sample (see Figure 3.5).
(Source: Cohort II (Wells et al., 2008))
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A Customer Insight survey by the DSA found that two-thirds (67%) of the approved

driving instructors (ADIs) interviewed tended to use their own version of progress

monitoring, and one in ten (9%) did not use any at all (DSA, 2007, unpublished

data).

3.2.5 Learners take limited ownership of the process of learning to drive

Forthcoming research (Lang et al., forthcoming) on the use of driver records and

other forms of progress documentation for learning to drive found that learners often

do not give much thought to the coverage or structure of their lessons with ADIs.

Interviews with learners at different stages of the learning process indicated that

often they had an over-reliance upon their instructors (Lang et al., forthcoming).

Learners tended to use some form of progress monitoring only if it was introduced

to them by an ADI, who also tended to take responsibility for monitoring progress

and the retention of the document:

‘I suppose they [learner drivers] leave it in the hands of their instructor to

monitor their progress but I think they probably should be more aware of

what they need to improve as well.’ (Male, learning for three months, 16

lessons; cited in Lang et al., forthcoming.)

This suggests that learner drivers need to be encouraged to take greater

responsibility and ownership for their own learning, assessment of driving skills and

outcomes. This evidence and that presented in Section 3.2.4 suggests that there is

the potential to improve progress monitoring and the self-assessment of skills of

learners.

3.3 Many learners lack a clear understanding of what is
involved in becoming a safe and competent driver, and are
presenting for the practical test unprepared with poor
driving ability

Many people apply for the practical test before they have sufficient competence in

the requisite skills because they believe that they have some probability of passing.

For many, such an approach results in failure at the test. Some of these candidates

fail for serious and dangerous driving in test conditions; while a sizeable proportion

demonstrates that they are nowhere near test standard. Among those who fail to pass

the practical test, few recognise their own role in the outcome, preferring instead to

blame external factors.
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3.3.1 Candidates take practical tests despite knowing that they have
only a moderate probability of passing

Qualitative research with a small sample of learners by Baughan et al. (2005a)

indicated that learners tend to apply for the practical test at the time when they feel

ready but are aware that they have only a moderate probability of passing. They

are likely to think that there is not much point in delaying the test in order to have

more lessons and practice because they are not convinced that this will much

improve the likelihood of passing. This raises issues about:

• how best to persuade learners to accumulate more training and driving

experience before presenting for the practical test;

• how effective extra training would be in improving pass rates; and

• whether training and testing could be improved so that candidates experience a

greater benefit from preparing well for the test.

3.3.2 More than half of the people who take the practical test do not
actually pass, indicating that they are not ready for safe
independent driving

The latest data from the DSA show that the national pass rate for the practical test is

44% (RSIS 2007/08).14 Such a low pass rate (i.e. you are more likely to fail the test

than to pass) suggests that the majority of people are coming forward for the

practical test without having achieved the required levels of competence; they are

not ready for safe independent driving. The low pass rate also raises questions about

the extent to which the test requirements and standards are understood by learners,

and even some instructors and raises concerns about the impact such a high

proportion of unsuccessful candidates has on the efficiency of the testing system.

3.3.3 Nearly all those who fail the practical test do so because they
demonstrate serious faults or dangerous driving behaviour

In order to pass the practical driving test, candidates must not commit any serious or

dangerous faults.15 In addition, 16 or more errors of a less serious nature (called

‘driving faults’)16 will prevent a driver from passing the test. From the evidence

presented already, we know that many people – over half – fail the practical test.

14 This does not represent data for the full 12 months of 2007/08, but the latest available.

15 Dangerous driving faults are faults that results in actual danger; serious driving faults
are when a potentially dangerous incident occurs, when the candidate reveals a
recurring driving fault or fails to perform a manoeuvre, such as parallel parking, bay
parking, reversing into a side road, turn in the road, or they emergency stop, correctly.

16 Driving faults are less serious faults, such as hesitating too long at a junction, and
which do not place the candidate in danger. A candidate who makes 16 or more minor
driving faults does not pass the practical test.
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However, nearly all (99.9%) of those who fail do so because they have committed

serious and/or dangerous faults (i.e. exhibiting behaviour which indicates that they

are unsafe to drive independently). Candidates who fail the practical test are most

likely to acquire a serious or dangerous fault at junctions – two-thirds (67%) of

these faults relate to poor observation (RSIS 2006/07).

3.3.4 The driving of many test candidates is nowhere near the pass
standard

Indeed, some candidates performed so badly in the practical test in 2006/07 that the

examiner had to physically intervene, for example, using the dual controls, where

available, or taking hold of the steering wheel. Such action occurred in a one in five

(19%) of all unsuccessful tests; examiners also had to take verbal action in 16% of

unsuccessful tests (RSIS 2006/07). This evidence demonstrates that a notable

proportion of those taking the test are nowhere near a safe enough standard to

drive independently.

3.3.5 Many people who fail the practical test blame ‘external’ factors
rather than their driving ability

Research found that a number of people who fail the practical test attribute it to

factors such as poor luck in the conditions or events met during the test, test nerves,

and the perceived idiosyncrasies of the examiner (Baughan et al., 2005a).

Qualitative research with young drivers found that some erroneously believed that

examiners had quotas. The Cohort II study found that nearly seven out of ten (69%)

respondents who failed the practical test agreed with the examiner’s decision. In

2007/08, nine out of ten (86%) test candidates responding to a DSA survey agreed

that examiners’ feedback helped them to understand the outcome of their test (DSA,

2007, unpublished data).

In spite of such a positive response to examiner feedback, many unsuccessful test

candidates in the Cohort II study blamed factors that were beyond their control for

their failure, rather than their driving ability (Figure 3.7). For example, around half

(56%) claimed that they were too nervous to perform to the required standard or

attributed their performance to poor luck (44%). One in ten (10%) reported that they

were unable to cope with something unexpected during the test – hardly the sign of

a safe and competent driver; while around one in eight (14%) actually blamed other

road users!

It is of concern that people who do not pass the test do not acknowledge their lack of

driving skills or ability because this probably means that they are unlikely to

develop and improve their driving ability before presenting for subsequent tests. It is

also not clear exactly how those who fail the practical test prepare for re-taking it,

whether the feedback they receive from their performance in the test informs their

subsequent preparation, and the driving instructor’s role in this process. On a more
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positive note, just over a quarter (27%) of those who failed were able to

acknowledge that their driving was simply not good enough on the day of the test

and one in twenty (4%) claimed that they were not ready for the practical test,

thereby acknowledging their own role in the outcome (Wells et al., 2008).

3.4 Summary

Learning to drive is not undertaken in an effective, integrated or systematic

way

• Candidates have more hours of driving experience prior to the test now than 20

years ago but this is not reflected by an improvement in the pass rate, or the

casualty rate for young drivers.

• For some, theoretical and practical elements of learning to drive are not being

integrated well.

• Many learners do not complement professional training with informal practice

which could benefit their driving.

• Many learners are not using any form of progress documentation to structure

and monitor their learning.

• Learners take limited ownership of the process of learning to drive.
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Figure 3.7: Reasons which respondents gave for failing the practical test

(Source: Cohort II (Wells et al., 2008))
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Many learners lack a clear understanding of what is involved in becoming a

safe and competent driver, and are presenting for the practical test unprepared

with poor driving ability

• Candidates take practical tests despite knowing that they have only a moderate

probability of passing.

• More than half of the people who take the practical test do not pass, indicating

that they are not ready for safe independent driving.

• Nearly all those who fail the practical test do so because they demonstrate

serious faults or dangerous driving behaviour.

• The driving of many test candidates is nowhere near the pass standard.

• Many people who fail the practical test blame ‘external’ factors rather than their

driving ability.
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4 WEAKNESSES IN THE EDUCATION, TRAINING

AND TESTING OF DRIVERS

This chapter presents evidence that there are significant gaps in the training and

testing of drivers, which suggests that the current system in certain instances in not

equipping new drivers with the necessary knowledge, skills and experience to be

safe, responsible and competent drivers. The various parts of the driving test are the

main tool for inducing learner drivers to develop competencies to a satisfactory

level and accumulate training and experience. This chapter focuses on what drivers

are learning, or perhaps, failing to learn.

4.1 Introduction

The circumstances contributing to road accidents have been the subject of a number

of research reports (for example, Broughton and Buckle 2007; Ward et al., 2007;

Clarke et al., 2007). Many studies have focused on the accidents involving young

drivers; less, however is known about accidents involving new drivers. Given such a

high proportion of new drivers are also young drivers (see Box 1.1) underlying

factors behind crashes are important driver training and education. There is evidence

to suggest that many of these accidents relate to attitudinal factors.

Currently driver training and testing system in Britain does not attempt to tackle the

attitudinal and motivational influences on how people drive. Instead, the training

culture focuses on mastering vehicle handling and control, and interacting safely

with traffic – competencies which are then assessed in the practical test. Learners in

turn, concentrate on acquiring these basic driving skills in order to pass the test. The

driving test ultimately influences what and how people learn to drive.

4.2 Issues with education and training

Although there is considerable flexibility regarding the manner in which people

learn to drive, current arrangements for their training, including what is taught and

how, do not provide them with the right knowledge, attitudes, skills and experience

to be good, safe drivers.

4.2.1 Some risky behaviour, attributable to the driver, which can lead to
accidents is not sufficiently addressed through education

Young drivers are subject to a combination of emotional and physical immaturity,

personality and gender-factors, the lifestyles and social norms associated with

youth, emotions, distractions, alongside the challenge of learning to drive, which

puts them at greater risk (ECMT, 2006). Research suggests that driver error or

reactions are a common factor in road accidents (this is discussed further in Section
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5.5.4). Box 4.1 outlines the factors in the literature which have been found to

contribute to crashes involving young drivers in particular, but which are not

currently addressed through driver education or training.

Box 4.1: Factors which contribute to road accidents
involving young drivers

Young drivers are over-represented in nearly all types of road accident. However,

they are particularly at risk from accidents that involve:

• alcohol and drugs;

• recklessness;

• speed;

• single-vehicle accidents and bends;

• rear-end shunts;

• loss of control;

• turning across oncoming traffic and right turns;

• ‘looked but did not see’;

• hours of darkness; and

• fatigue, the presence of passengers (distraction) and the non-use of seat belts.

Maycock (2002) also estimated that on non-built-up roads, young drivers tended

to have a higher accident risk per unit of driving time compared with older

drivers. On motorways, however, the risk for young drivers tended to be lower

than for older drivers.

(Source: ECMT, 2006; Clarke et al., 2002; Maycock, 2002)

These factors or behaviours are strongly linked to drivers’ attitudes. They are not

simply errors reflecting a lack of skill; they have a strong component in which the

driver chooses to behave in a dangerous manner. Studies have found that it is

these types of behaviours, rather than driving errors that tend to be most strongly

predictive of accidents (for example, Lester, 1991; Forsyth, 1992b; Clarke et al.,

2002; Wells et al., 2008). Further detail about the relationship between attitudes,

values, motives and accidents can be found in Fuller et al. (2008, in press), with

particular focus on the conditions for inappropriate high speed.

Clarke et al. (2002) also identified the top three countermeasures for drivers most at

fault in specific accident types that need to be integrated into driver training in order

to help teach learners how to drive appropriately in circumstances that are known to
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contribute to road accidents (see Table 4.1). As you can see, these countermeasures

simply represent good driving practice.

4.2.2 Although attitude and motivation are key road safety issues for
drivers, learners are not educated to develop safe and responsible
attitudes towards the use of shared road space

A hierarchical framework of goals for driver education, which describes the driving

task by behavioural level, has been developed (see Table 4.2). It is known as the

‘GDE Matrix’ (Hatakka et al., 2002). This approach is regarded by many European

experts as a valuable summary of the factors which affect the safety of new drivers,

and should therefore influence training (ECMT, 2006).

The Matrix proposes that in order to create safer drivers, it is essential to focus on

the higher levels which have the greatest influence on the sort of driving situations

that drivers will most likely encounter. Traditional driver training and testing in

Britain concentrates on vehicle control and traffic skills – representing Levels 1

and 2. However, there is growing realisation that such basic skills are insufficient for

safety on the roads and that what matters is the way in which drivers make use of

their skills during everyday driving. Effective driver training should encourage an

understanding of personal risk and prevention strategies, including personal

attitudes, goals and motives (Levels 3 and 4).

Although some pre-driver initiatives in Britain cover knowledge of lifestyle and

social factors (Levels 3 and 4) which might impact on driver safety, and some

attitudinal issues are covered in the theory test question bank, the higher level goals

Table 4.1: Top three countermeasures for drivers most at fault by four accident
types

Accident type Top three countermeasures for drivers most at fault

Right turning 1 Ensure foreground is checked properly with a sweeping gaze
2 Stop at junctions especially if the view is in doubt
3 Re-check to the right (first point of danger) before pulling out

Rear-end shunts 1 Keep a safe stopping distance from the vehicle in front
2 Avoid distraction
3 Look ahead of vehicle in front for any hazards that might cause it to slow/

stop

Rural bend 1 Ensure appropriate speed for bend severity
2 Ensure appropriate speed/distance in adverse weather
3 Avoid breaking while travelling around a bend: finish braking before entry

Darkness 1 Ensure appropriate speed for bend severity
2 Ensure appropriate speed/distance in adverse weather
3 Ensure foreground is checked properly with a sweeping gaze

(Source: Clarke et al., 2002)
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are generally not addressed through driver training and education. Learner and new

drivers are not taught to think about the risk factors relevant to them personally, to

facilitate the self-assessment of the associated risk, and to develop of personal

strategies for keeping themselves, and their passengers, safe. One way to promote

the take-up of such factors into driver training would be to also incorporate them in

the driving test. Suggestions for how to do this are explored in the TEST project

(Baughan et al., 2005b). Other European countries, for example, the Netherlands

and Sweden, are exploring bringing such factors into their driver testing (see DSA,

2008a). Norway was the first country to introduce a national curriculum based on

the GDE Matrix (ECMT, 2006).

The second three-year review of the Government’s road safety strategy (DfT, 2007a)

stated that Britain needed to develop its own competence framework, a

comprehensive analysis of the driving task. This was expected to incorporate ideas

such as the GDE Matrix, and to mirror the standards used in education and the

voluntary training sector. However, further research is needed on the how to

effectively use the GDE Matrix in practice in order to develop driver training and

testing.

Table 4.2: Goals for driver education (GDE Matrix)

Knowledge and skills Risk-increasing factors Self-evaluation

Level 4 Goals for life
and skills for
living

Understanding the
importance of lifestyle, age
group, cultural and social
circumstances, etc.

Understanding the
importance of sensation-
seeking, risk acceptance,
group norms, peer
pressure, etc.

Understanding the
importance of
introspection, competence,
personal preconditions for
safe driving, impulse
control, etc.

Level 3 Goals for,
and context
of driving

Understanding the
importance of modal
choice, time of day,
motives for driving, route-
planning, etc.

Understanding the impact
of alcohol, fatigue, low
friction, risk hour traffic,
peer-age passengers, etc.

Understanding the
importance of personal
motives, self-critical
thinking, etc.

Level 2 Mastery of
traffic
situations

Mastering traffic riles,
hazard perception etc.
Automating elements of
the driving process.
Cooperating with other
drivers, etc.

Understanding the risks
associated with disobeying
rules, close-following, low
friction, vulnerable road
users, etc.

Calibration of driving skills,
developing a personal
driving style, etc.

Level 1 Vehicle
control

Mastering vehicle
functioning, protective
systems, vehicle control
etc. Understanding the
impact of physical laws

Understanding the risks
associated with non-use of
seat belts, breakdown of
vehicle systems, worn out
tyres, etc.

Calibration of car control
skills

Note, the upper levels determine how drivers use the lower-level skills.
(Source: ECMT, 2006: p. 129, adapted from Hatakka et al., 2003)
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4.2.3 Hazard perception training and testing may not have achieved its
full safety potential

The hazard perception component of the theory test was introduced in Britain in

2002. Training materials were developed with the DSA to be used both by and with

approved driving instructors (ADIs); interactive training products were intended to

be used as an integrated part of learning to drive to complement practical training

in the car (DSA, 2001). The introduction of the hazard perception test was based on

strong evidence that experienced drivers had better hazard perception skills than

new, inexperienced drivers. The evidence also showed that hazard perception skills

were related to accident propensity and these skills were amenable to training

(Grayson and Sexton, 2002). Recent research indicates that hazard perception

training and testing has had some safety benefits; the hazard perception component

of the theory test was associated with reductions in new drivers’ accident liability.

Furthermore, people who scored highly on the hazard perception test tended to have

a lower accident liability than people who passed with lower scores (see Wells et al.,

2008).

Research on the effectiveness of hazard perception training supports the need for an

integrated approach: for example, hazard perception training in conjunction with

on-road training was found to be particularly effective in improving hazard

perception skills and responses of learner drivers (Mills et al., 1998), and training

involving group discussions was also valuable (Grayson and Sexton, 2002).

However, the majority of learners prepare for the hazard perception test by

themselves using interactive media; some even take and pass the hazard perception

test without having any practical driving experience (see Section 3.2.2).

Given that there is some evidence that hazard perception training is not being used

as intended and some safety benefits have been accrued in spite of this, it does tend

to suggest that the full potential benefits of improving people’s hazard perception

skills may not currently be realised. Future efforts to improve the way in which

hazard perception training is approached and integrated, into training, by both

learners and instructors (ADIs) are likely to be rewarded by greater reductions in

reported accidents.

4.2.4 Current driver records appear to be a tool for instructors to record
learners’ progress rather than an effective aid for those learning to
drive

Although the Cohort II study did not systematically evaluate the use of driver

records, it found that the use of a driver record (discussed in Sections 3.2.4 and

3.2.5) did not appear to influence learners’ driving experience prior to testing.

There were no significant differences in the mileage, hours of tuition, amount of

driving practice or even the amount of exposure to different driving conditions

between those who used a driver record and those who did not (Wells et al., 2008).
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These findings, however, do not tell us what the users’ pre-test experience would

have been had they not chosen to use the driver record. Research by Lang et al.

(forthcoming) suggests that the current format of the Driver Record might represent

a tool for instructors more than learner drivers (Lang et al., forthcoming).

Such evidence suggests that there may be scope for improving the content and use

of progress monitoring documentation for learners. However, it is also possible that

current forms of progress recording, such as driver records, are limited in how they

actually influence learning, and that other measures may also be needed to aid those

learning to drive.

4.2.5 Available evidence on current training products targeting pre-
drivers and new drivers suggests that they have mixed or limited
safety benefits

Learning to drive does not start when you acquire a provisional licence nor end

when you pass the practical test. There is clear evidence that attitudes to driving are

formed before the age at which people start learning to drive (see Deighton and

Luther, 2007; ECMT, 2004). Unsuitable attitudes of pre-drivers towards, for

example, speeding, driving style and the ease of the driving task, which are

detrimental to safety, have been found to have a corresponding influence when pre-

drivers become learners and, subsequently, new drivers. The link between attitudes,

behaviour and accidents, discussed in Section 4.2.1, also shows the importance of

addressing unsuitable attitudes early. Although some educational products exist for

pre-drivers, there is little robust evidence evaluating the effectiveness of these

products. Available evidence finds at best, mixed results (Deighton et al., 2007).

In terms of the effectiveness of further training for new drivers, the Association of

British Insurers (ABI) has evaluated the Pass Plus scheme, and found that drivers

who take Pass Plus have a marginally lower accident rate than drivers who do not

participate in the scheme. However, the difference is relatively small and may not be

statistically significant (ABI, 2006a). The evaluation was also limited as it failed to

take into account driving experience and failed to adequately address the issue of

self-selection of its participants (i.e. that Pass Plus simply attracts drivers who are

already safer than the average). Ultimately, training products which have a positive

and demonstrable effect on attitudes and behaviours need to be developed,

evaluated and promoted among pre-drivers and new drivers.

4.3 Issues with testing

Given the relatively high levels of road safety in Britain, the driving test could be

regarded as effective, in that it has helped to achieve a reasonably competent and

comparatively safe driving population (Baughan et al., 2005a). There is evidence of

good consistency between different examiners in assessing the performance of

individual candidates; the test provides reasonable coverage of most of the basic
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driving situations and skills, and the DSA has a well developed system for

establishing and maintaining test standards. However, the fact that drivers’ accident

liability is high immediately after the test but falls sharply as they gain post-test

driving experience shows that new drivers still have a lot to learn about safe driving

(Baughan et al., 2005a).

4.3.1 People who find it easiest to pass the current practical test tend
to be those who will go on to have a high risk of accidents

There is an apparently perverse relationship between pass rates and accident

liability for certain groups: those with the highest pass rate – specifically, young

males – are also most likely to be involved road traffic accidents after passing the

test. There are concerns from a variety of sources, including researchers and road

safety professionals, as well as insurance companies and employers, that the test is

failing to assess important factors that determine future accident risk (i.e. factors

that indicate the way in which new drivers go on to use the skills that are assessed in

the test. As such, the test measures driver competence but not driver behaviour.

4.3.2 The practical test does not assess the key components of the
driving task which are regarded as necessary for safe and
competent independent driving

The demands placed on a new driver by the driving task immediately after passing

the test clearly differ from those experienced during the learning process and in the

test (Baughan, 2006). For example, these include:

• route choice, direction finding and decision making;

• dealing with distractions, such as in-car entertainment, and having to navigate;

and

• dealing with the influences of passengers and other road users.

While we do not know to what extent lacking experience in these skills and

experiences actually contributes towards road accidents involving new drivers, there

is a close and well-documented association between factors such as inappropriate

high speed and accidents (see Fuller et al., 2008). If the test is to be any measure of

readiness for independent driving, and hence safety, current gaps such as speed

choice, need to be explicitly addressed through driver education and by different

parts of the driving test.

4.3.3 The majority of new drivers believe that passing the test does not
make you a safe driver

Similarly, concerns about the validity of the driving test as a measure of safe driving

are also reflected among new drivers. In 2007, the Department for Transport
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commissioned a representative poll of around 2,000 people aged 15 or over, three-

quarters (73%) of drivers with less than three years’driving experience agreed that

passing the driving test does not make you a safe driver (Angle et al., 2007). This

level of agreement was reflected by drivers with up to ten years driving

experience.17

Interviews with a small sample of young drivers found that some drivers may think

that they are ready to take the practical test, in terms of feeling reasonably

competent to drive alone, however they are not very confident of passing it

(Baughan et al., 2005a). Other research has indicated that some learners believe that

passing the test is no guarantee of competence as a driver:

‘A lot of people fluke their way through the test.’ (Male, 24)

‘I’ve talked to a lot of people who think they shouldn’t have passed the

test or you have friends who drive badly and you wonder how they passed.

I know I shouldn’t have passed: I cut across traffic and drove above a

30 mph speed limit.’ (Female, 22) (cited in Christmas, 2007; p. 26)

‘The test is just to legitimise the fact you can drive, but it doesn’t mean

you can drive well.’ (Female, 17) (cited in Christmas, 2008)

These young drivers believed that you did not have to be a good, let alone safe,

driver to pass the test. While, on the one hand, it is positive that these drivers are

aware of the limitations of the test, it also raises questions about how they do then

actually learn to drive safely once they have passed.

4.3.4 Too many people do not ‘value’ driving licences

One consequence of having a training and testing system which does not adequately

address the needs of its users or induce the right kind of learning is that the value

attached to having a driving licence is not as high as it could be among certain

groups. Many young drivers have opted out of the licensing system in Britain.

Although the exact number and extent of unlicensed drivers in Britain is not clear,

Noble (2005) points out that several sources estimate that at least 100,000 young

people may be driving without a licence.

There is a strong relationship between driving without a licence and being involved

in a road accident. Knox et al. (2003a and 2003b) found that, in terms of the hours

driven, younger male drivers (aged 17 to 29 years) are about three times more likely

to be involved in a crash than all drivers, but unlicensed young male drivers are

17 Drivers with more than 10 years’ driving were more likely to agree that passing the
driving test does not make you a safe driver (approximately 82% agree compared with
73%).
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even more so – between 3.25 and 11.6 times more likely than other drivers. Knox

et al. (2003b) estimated that there are around 6,300 casualties annually as a result of

crashes involving an unlicensed driver and one in seven of these (around 900

casualties) involve someone being killed or seriously injured. The Department for

Transport has recently published a report exploring the reasons for unlicensed

driving (Baker et al., 2008). It is important that the driver training and testing

system should support and encourage young people to acquire a driving licence.

Anecdotal evidence from employers who require their staff to drive for work

indicates that some do not value the driving licence as evidence of safe and

competent driving. A number claim that they have to train their employees in the

basics of good driving.

4.4 Summary

Issues with education and training

• Some risky behaviour which can lead to accidents is not sufficiently addressed

through driver education.

• Attitude and motivation are key road safety issues for drivers but learners are not

trained to develop safe and responsible attitudes towards the use of shared road

space.

• Although hazard perception training and testing has had a safety benefit, it may

not have achieved its full potential.

• Current driver records appear to be a tool for instructors to record learners’

progress rather than an effective aid for those learning to drive.

• Available evidence on current training products targeting pre-drivers and new

drivers suggests that they have mixed or limited safety benefits.

Issues with testing

• People who find it easiest to pass the current practical test tend to be those who

will go on to have a high accident risk (challenging the validity of the test as a

measure of driver safety).

• The practical test does not assess some key components of the driving task

which are regarded as necessary for safe and competent independent driving.

• Many new drivers believe that passing the practical test does not make you a

safe driver.

• Too many people do not ‘value’driving licences.
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5 THE ABILITY, ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOURS OF

NEW DRIVERS

This chapter sets out the wider context behind why driver training and testing needs

to be reformed – the experiences of new drivers when they emerge from the training

and testing system. It provides detail on the ability of new drivers at the point when

they pass the test and presents further information on how they perceive the driving

test. Young and new drivers’ perceptions of road safety are also outlined along with

evidence of their behaviour and its consequences.

5.1 Introduction

By their very nature new drivers are inexperienced when they first take to the roads.

They have much to learn about driving despite having been recently trained and

passed the complete driving test. In the face of this, there is a wealth of evidence

that new drivers are not properly prepared for driving independently and safely.

5.2 Some new drivers have a poor understanding of good
driving

The way in which some drivers think about driving represents a significant problem

which needs to be addressed. Some young drivers have a poor conceptualisation of

good driving. For others, learning to drive is thought to inevitably involve accidents,

while others demonstrate little awareness that driving involves the shared use of

space on the roads.

5.2.1 Young drivers are less aware of the social dimensions of driving
which govern the shared use of the road

Focus group research with young drivers and with pre-drivers found that they

defined good driving in physical and emotional terms, but rarely as a social activity

within a shared space (Christmas, 2008). These drivers failed to recognise the social

nature of driving and held unsafe attitudes towards driving. Some, for example,

thought that emulating a confident and superior driving style was desirable, or ‘good

driving’ which in turn was linked to the idea that other road users were ‘objects’

(often obstacles). Such definitions of good driving indicate that learners have a

poor conceptualisation of road safety. It is however, not clear how prevalent these

views are.
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5.2.2 Some new drivers believe that they really learn to drive after
passing the practical test

Research by Christmas (2007) found that young drivers believed that the kind of

driving taught by approved driving instructors (ADIs) and which is ultimately

assessed in the practical test does not correspond to the real requirements of ‘good’

driving:

‘If you actually drive like they taught, you would be a hazard.’ (Male, 20)

‘You don’t drive the way they teach you.’ (Female, 21)

‘My instructor taught me how to drive on the test and how to drive in the

real world. Certain things are unwritten rules of driving.’ (Female, 18)

(cited in Christmas 2007: p. 25)

Some young drivers thought that it was only after passing the test that they really

start to learn to drive – a process of learning from experience and from mistakes.

They were not able to associate the official standards and rules for driving, which

were practised (and demonstrated) in training with ‘real world’driving. The driving

they were taught did not reflect how they expected to drive after post-test. They

therefore believed that new drivers start out their independent driving career by

teaching themselves how to drive properly after acquiring their licence. This

raises concerns about how they actually manage this chaotic post-test learning

process.

The Driving Standards Agency’s (DSA) literature on Safe Driving for Life advocates

continuous learning: ‘passing the test . . . [is] only the first step in learning to drive’

(DSA, 2004). This assertion rests on the assumption that those who pass that test

have the necessary attitudes, skills and behaviours for safe driving upon which to

then review, develop and assess their driving skills and competencies. Further

formal learning in this context might therefore include motorway lessons or

advanced training.

5.2.3 Young drivers believe that accidents are a normal part of the
learning after the test

Christmas (2007) found that there was widespread fatalism about the inevitability

of accidents as part of the learning process. For confident young drivers, learning by

experience meant learning through accidents and near-misses:

‘Near-misses have an impact. I’m glad my young cousin’s had an accident

because he’ll learn from it. It’s like a rite of passage.’ (Male, 25)
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‘After the test I drove like a bit of a prat really. I passed first time; was a

bit arrogant and thought I was a really good driver. I then had a crash. I

thought I was excellent until I had the crash.’ (Male, 21)

‘I’ll learn my lesson one day.’ (Male, 17) (cited in Christmas, 2007: p. 30).

It is recognised that such views are inherently dangerous, and it not acceptable that

new drivers expect to have accidents as a consequence of their driving and indeed,

learning.

5.3 New drivers have significant gaps in driving experience or
ability when they qualify for a full licence

New drivers are expected to be safe and competent drivers, but many pass the

practical test without having been exposed to a wide range of driving conditions or

without being consistent in their driving ability.

5.3.1 Too many new drivers qualify with little or no exposure to some
typical driving conditions

Some of those who passed the practical test in the Cohort II study reported not

having any experience in key aspects of driving (Figure 5.1). It is not surprising that

some of those who passed do not have experience of driving in severe weather

conditions, as it occurs relatively rarely in many parts of the country.
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Source: Cohort II (Wells et al., 2008))
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From a road safety perspective, it is worrying that one in twenty (5%) respondents

who passed the test had no experience on country roads, given that a high

proportion of casualties occur on rural roads.18 However, this figure might partly

reflect where these new drivers lived and their access to such roads. This explanation

can not be valid for the one in eight (12%) respondents who passed their practical

test and admitted that they had no experience at all of driving in the dark. Such a

finding is of concern as young drivers are at particular risk of accidents in the hours

of darkness (see Box 4.1).

In his research with young drivers, Christmas (2007) found that they commonly

believed that the learning experience did not cover real enough situations, such as

motorway driving, night-time driving or even driving in multi-storey car parks:

‘Motorways need to be covered. Lots of my mates are scared of

motorways . . . I reckon it should be required.’ (Males, 17)

‘Motorway driving should be taught. My friend thought it was so easy

until she did it. She was really scared in the dark, with no lights. I felt

comfortable in the daytime, but not at night.’ (Female, 23)

‘Our ideal learning situation would focus on realistic situations, like going

into a car park and going up the spiral. I remember the first time, thinking:

do I go round in first? More realistic situations would be good, rather than

tootling round the same old roads, and reversing round the corner.’

(Female, 19) (cited in Christmas, 2007: p. 25)

5.3.2 Many of those who pass the test have not achieved a consistent
standard

In one study where 366 people who had decided to book a practical test were given

two driving tests only days apart, many performed inconsistently between the tests.

A third (36%) of candidates passed one but also failed one of the two tests (Baughan

et al., 2005a). Much of this inconsistency is related to candidates coming forward

for the test when they are only just good enough to pass if they drive at their best.

That is, their rate of making serious or dangerous faults is still at the stage where

they may make one in one test but not in another. This raises concerns about, firstly,

the reliability of the practical test (see Section 4.3), secondly, the level of

competence of candidates when attempting the test (see Section 3.3) and thirdly,

the ability of new drivers when they pass the test – as the research showed, some of

these inconsistent candidates actually pass the test and thus are subsequently able to

drive independently on the roads.

18 In 2006, 44% of those killed or serious injured in road accidents were on rural roads
(DfT, 2007e: Chart 1e).
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5.4 Although new drivers emerge from the practical test with
high levels of confidence in their driving ability, they can
identify gaps in their skills but seek no further training

For many new drivers, initial confidence in their ability to drive, which is validated

by passing the test, starts to wane when they realise the complexity of the driving

task and the diversity of the situations they will encounter on the roads. After

passing the practical test drivers can identify their own weaknesses, but few resort to

further training.

5.4.1 New drivers are initially overconfident in their driving ability

Inexperienced drivers show less awareness than experienced drivers of the actual

realities of road system operation, and less awareness of their own role and ability

(ECMT, 2006). Calibration refers to the degree of accuracy with which drivers judge

their own capability and the degree of accuracy with which they judge the demands

of the driving task. The calibration problem (miscalibration) arises where drivers

either overestimate their capability or underestimate task demands. Both lead to the

driver’s perception that their safety margin is greater than it objectively is (see Fuller

2000). Miscalibration may for instance lead to: small safety margins, excessive

speed, aggressive driving, short following distances, and more risky manoeuvres.

A number of studies suggest that drivers have an unrealistic view of their own

driving ability (see Kuiken and Twisk, 2001). Young drivers, particularly males, tend

to be overconfident and overestimate their ability to avoid hazards and their

consequences (see Matthews and Moran, 1986; Gregersen and Bjurulf, 1996;

Gregersen 1996b). In addition, research has found that young inexperienced drivers

underestimate the demands of the driving task (Brown and Groeger, 1988; Deery,

1999).

Many new drivers are initially overconfident in their driving ability. Figure 5.2

shows how the level of confidence changed over time and with experience, among

respondents to the Cohort II study. Despite initial high confidence, they experienced

a substantial drop in confidence (in their own driving ability) during the first six

months of unsupervised driving – when new drivers have the highest accident

liability. In this period, the proportion reporting feeling very confident fell from 55%

to 31%, although levels of confidence remained fairly stable from six months up

until 36 months post-test (Wells et al., 2008).

According to a poll for Norwich Union, over half (55%) of drivers aged 17 to 23

claimed to have felt very comfortable driving very soon after they passed their test.

This poll also found that nearly half (45%) of these young drivers believed that they

were very safe drivers and did not need to change anything about their driving.

Three-quarters (73%) did not believe that using technology in cars, such as mobile

phones and music systems, makes them unsafe (Norwich Union, 2007).
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5.4.2 New drivers admit to significant gaps in their driving skills just after
the practical test

The Cohort II study found that respondents who had passed the practical test could

identify a number of driving skills which they felt needed improvement despite

being assessed as capable of safe, independent driving. Nearly a third (31%) of

those who passed indicated that they needed ‘a lot’ of improvement in at least one

skill just after passing their practical test. One in eight (13%) respondents who

passed the test identified that they needed a lot of improvement in joining fast

moving traffic and in changing lanes on fast multi-lane roads (Figure 5.3).

To some extent the self-identified gaps in skills are logical and inevitable given that

learning to drive and gaining driving experience is ongoing. These perceptions

could indicate new drivers have not been adequately taught these skills or that they

did not feel confident in conducting these manoeuvres to a high standard (i.e.

representing real or perceived skills gaps); either way, these findings represents a

void which neither driver training nor the practical test has addressed (Wells et al.,

2008).

Perhaps of greatest concern of these reported skills deficits, is that new drivers feel

they lack skills in joining and changing lanes on a motorway or fast dual–

carriageway, in overtaking, in judging what other drivers are going to do generally

and in judging the speed of other traffic. Such assessments seemed to apply strongly

to female drivers, though whether this reflects a difference between males and

females in actual skill levels or in an ability to assess their own skills is not known.

Wells et al. (2008) concludes that that driving instructors (ADIs) need to have

greater awareness of the need to spend increased time with learners on faster roads.
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This should help increase new drivers’ ability and confidence in coping with the

challenges of dealing with fast-moving traffic.

5.4.3 Only a small proportion of new drivers take further training to
improve their driving after passing their test

The vast majority of new drivers do not seek further training and guidance despite

having identified deficits in their own driving skills (Section 5.4.2). This means that

new drivers tend to teach themselves how to drive and learn from their own mistakes

and experiences (Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3). Of the respondents to the Cohort II

study, only one in five (22%) took any form of further instruction or training in the

first year after passing their practical driving test (Figure 5.4).

The Pass Plus scheme was set up in 1995 to improve the road safety of new

drivers.19 One-fifth (18%) of Cohort II respondents reported having taken Pass Plus

in the first year of driving. A higher proportion of male respondents than female

respondents reported taking it (23% and 16% respectively). The DSA estimates that
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improvement in certain driving skills shortly after passing the driving
test, by sex

(Source: Cohort II (Wells et al., 2008))

19 Pass Plus was designed by the DSA with the help of insurers and the driving instruction
industry to help new drivers gain valuable driving experience safely, build on their
existing skills and knowledge, reduce the risk of being in a road crash, save money on
car insurance premiums and boost their confidence. The course can be taken any time
within 12 months of obtaining a full driving licence.
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the overall national take-up rate for Pass Plus is lower – currently around one in ten

(11%) (DSA, 2007, unpublished data).

5.5 Young and new drivers exhibit a range of unsafe attitudes
and driving behaviours

Young and new drivers demonstrate a variety of attitudes and driving behaviours that

result in unsafe driving practices, which can sometimes lead to accidents.

5.5.1 Young and new drivers exhibit speeding behaviour

Forthcoming research by Stradling et al. found that that 17–24-year-old drivers are

more likely than any other age group to admit to speeding and to more excessive

speeding in 30 mph, 60 mph and 70 mph zones (Stradling et al., 2008, in press).

Two recent polls also find that young and new drivers exhibit speeding behaviour.

Firstly, a poll of 1,550 motorists concerning driving habits on country lanes

commissioned by Autoglass/Brake in 2007 found that two-fifths (42%) of drivers

aged 18 to 24 had taken a bend at speed (Autoglass, 2007), although these data did

not explore the extent to which these drivers lost control as a result. Secondly, the

THINK! poll in 2007 found that nearly four in ten (37%) drivers aged 18 or more

with less than three years experience reported that they drive too fast for the

conditions compared with three in ten (28%) drivers, irrespective of driving

experience (Angle et al., 2007).
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5.5.2 Young and new drivers admit to drink driving

Latest national accident statistics, from 2005, show that drivers under the age of 25

years are over-represented in drink-drive accidents per 100,000 licence holders and

per 100 million miles driven (DfT, 2007e).

In the THINK! poll, one in twenty (6%) drivers aged 18 or more with less than three

years of driving experience admitted that they had driven when over the legal

alcohol limit. This proportion is also reflected in the wider driver population.

Similarly, one in twenty (5%) of these drivers with less than three years of driving

experience stated that they had driven after taking class A drugs, compared with

only 1% of all drivers (Angle et al., 2007).

A Norwich Union poll of a poll of over 1,200 drivers aged 17 to 23 found that one in

four (23%) young male drivers from this age group claimed to have driven under the

influence of illegal drugs and/or alcohol at some stage, compared with 13% of

female drivers of the same age. The question in the poll however, did not qualify

whether this drinking made them over the legal limit for driving or not. Four out of

ten (44%) of these respondents admitted to having driven the ‘morning after’ when

still under the influence of alcohol and/or illegal drugs – many of whom believed

that it would not affect their driving capabilities. Such a finding could indicate a lack

of understanding about the dangers of drink driving (Norwich Union, 2007) or

represent an accurate estimation of the residual effects.

5.5.3 Young drivers think that their peers’ driving is unsafe

The Norwich Union found that only a third (31%) of respondents (drivers aged 17 to

23) think young drivers are safe drivers. Four out of ten (44%) regard their peers as

unsafe drivers, although the percentage (51%) was much higher for young male

drivers (Norwich Union, 2007). These findings may be evidence of a false consensus

which could result in increased unsafe behaviour or it may represent a correct

perception. Unfortunately, the poll did not explore this issue further.

5.5.4 Young drivers exhibit risky behaviour which contributes to
accidents

Data from STATS19 in 2006 showed that the most commonly reported contributory

factor20 in road accidents was driver error or reactions, which represented two-thirds

(67%) of accidents (DfT, 2007e). More detailed analysis of STATS19 data from

2006 show that younger drivers are over-represented in the proportion of accidents

involving contributory factors which are attributable to the driver (Figure 5.5).

These mostly represent accidents in which, to some extent drivers have chosen to

drive in a risky or dangerous manner (see Section 4.2.1).

20 More detail about the analysis of contributory factors can be found at www.dft.gov.uk/
162259/162469/221412/221549/227755/contributoryfactorstoroadacc1802
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Figure 5.5 shows that accidents involving younger drivers were at least twice as

likely to have contributory factors, such as loss of control, being careless, reckless

or in hurry, travelling too fast for the conditions, failure to manage slippery roads,

speeding, drink-driving, and aggressive driving compared with older drivers (DfT,

2006b). Involvement in accidents is explored further in the following Sections.

5.6 Many young drivers are involved in road accidents and
they are over-represented in road casualty statistics

New drivers are at highest risk of being involved in a road accident immediately

after they have passed their test. The risk of injury in road accidents peaks in the

late-teenage years, which coincides with the period when many young people learn

to drive (Broughton and Buckle, forthcoming).

Road accidents continue to affect a large proportion of the population, including

those who are involved directly but also their friends and family. Accidents come at

a large cost. The Department for Transport publishes data that estimate the value for

the prevention of road casualties and road accidents. The average value of

prevention, per fatal accident in Great Britain at 2005 prices, was £1,644,790. The
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total cost-benefit of prevention of all road accidents, irrespective of age,21 in 2005,

was estimated to be £17,854 million (see DfT 2007b and 2006d for more

information).

5.6.1 A large number of young and new drivers are involved in road
accidents and near misses

Large numbers of new drivers are involved in accidents or near accidents. As

mentioned in Section 1.2.1, one in five (19%) respondents in the Cohort II study

reported having an accident in the first six months of independent driving – though,

of course, the majority of these represented bumps and scrapes rather than accidents

involving casualties. More than two-thirds (70%) reported having a near accident in

the same time period. These figures illustrate the extent to which new drivers are at

risk in the first months of independent driving (Wells et al., 2008).

5.6.2 Many young and new drivers are involved in road casualty
accidents

In 2006, there were 899 deaths in road traffic accidents involving car drivers aged 17

to 24 years – 350 of these people killed were car drivers of that age group.22

The number of people killed or seriously injured in road accidents in Britain has

decreased from the average of 1994–98.23 However, despite this success, much of

this reduction is in the number of serious injured; reducing the number of people

killed on the roads has proved much more difficult. The Government’s road safety

strategy has also been less effective in reducing death and injury among young

drivers than other groups (DfT, 2007a). A total of 145 young car drivers aged 17 to

19 were killed in 2006 compared with an average of 125 in the years from 1994 to

1998. However, data from the National Travel Survey suggest that that young

drivers (aged 17 to 19 years) as a proportion of all licensed drivers has remained at

similar levels over time – approximately 2% of all licence holders.

21 The Department for Transport does not attempt to give estimates of the value of the
prevention of accidents by ages as HM Treasury guidance states that differences in
wealth should be ignored for equity reasons: ‘everyone at risk from accidental death
should be treated as if they were of average income and wealth, producing average net
output, of average age and expressing an average level of risk aversion’ (HM Treasury,
2005).

22 The casualty numbers also include unlicensed drivers.

23 This represents the baseline of the Department for Transport’s Public Service
Agreement: ‘Compared with the average for 1994–98, by 2010 we want to achieve a
40% reduction in the number of people killed or seriously injured in road accidents; a
50% reduction in the number of children killed or seriously injured; and a 10%
reduction in the slight casualty rate, expressed as the number of people slightly injured
per 100 million vehicle kilometers’ (see DfT, 2000).
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Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show that the number of young car drivers aged up to 22 years

that are killed or seriously injured has not fallen in recent years.
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It is recognised that further progress is needed in tackling the causes of car

collisions involving young drivers, and indeed new drivers, and there are indications

that there is room for improvement in training and testing to help people become

safer and better drivers.

5.6.3 Young drivers are over-represented in reported road casualties

Young drivers are over-represented in road casualties involving car drivers. As

mentioned in the previous Section, drivers aged 17 to 19 account for approximately

2% of the total licensed driving population – yet in 2006, they represented 12% of

all car drivers who were killed and seriously injured on Britain’s roads. They also

represented 14% of driver deaths in 2006 (STATS19 2006).

5.6.4 As a result of high accident rates, young drivers have relatively
high insurance premiums

The higher accident risk for young drivers is reflected in the higher insurance

premiums charged to cover them. According to research by the Association of

British Insurers (ABI), drivers aged 17 to 20 are twice as likely to make an

insurance claim as older drivers, and the average value of each claim is three times

greater, resulting in higher premiums for young drivers (ABI, 2006b). Figure 5.8

shows the average cost of insurance claims for different drivers.
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When comparing the premiums paid with the value of claims made by drivers, by

age and sex, the ABI found that for male drivers aged 17 to 18, on average, claim

values are reported to significantly exceed the premium paid. As a result, the ABI

conclude that ‘the key to lower premiums is to lower the accident rate of young

drivers’ (ABI, 2006b).

5.7 Summary

Some new and young drivers have a poor understanding of good driving

• Young drivers are less aware of the social dimensions of driving which govern

the shared use of the road.

• Some new drivers believe that they really learn to drive after passing the

practical test.

• Many young drivers believe that accidents are a normal part of learning to drive

after the test.

New drivers have significant gaps in driving experience or ability when they

qualify for a full licence

• Too many new drivers qualify with little or no exposure to many typical driving

conditions.

• Many of those who pass the test have not achieved a consistent standard.

Although new drivers emerge from the practical test with high levels of

confidence in their driving ability, they can identify gaps in their skills but seek

no further training

• New drivers are initially overconfident in their driving ability.

• New drivers admit to significant gaps in their driving skills just after passing the

practical test

• Few new drivers take further training to improve their driving after passing their

test.

Young and new drivers exhibit a range of unsafe attitudes and driving

behaviours

• Young and new drivers exhibit speeding behaviour.

• Young and new drivers admit to drink driving.

• Young drivers think that their peers’driving is unsafe.

• Young drivers exhibit risky behaviour which contributes to accidents.
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Many young drivers are involved in road accidents and they are over-

represented in road casualty statistics

• A large number of young and new drivers are involved in road accidents and

near misses.

• Many young and new drivers are involved in road casualty accidents.

• Young drivers are over-represented in road casualties.

• As a result of high accident rates, young and new drivers have relatively high

insurance premiums.
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6 KEY CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS

This chapter highlights the key conclusions drawn from the evidence and sets out the

next steps.

6.1 Key conclusions

The evidence suggests that the reform of driver training and testing has both

learning and testing challenges. These are summarised below.

6.1.1 The learning challenges

The right quantity and type of experience

The evidence suggests that experience prior to becoming a new driver is related to

success in passing the driving test and greater safety as a new driver (Section 3.2.3).

but driving experience post-test is necessary be a safe driver (Box 1.2). One learning

problem for new drivers is that, prior to obtaining a full licence, the requirement for

an accompanying qualified driver limits the amount, and probably the kinds, of

driving experience they can get (Section 3.2.3). The current arrangements for

training and testing motivate drivers to apply for the test as soon as they think they

have a moderate chance of passing (Section 3.3.1). In order to improve their safety

of the roads, learners and new drivers need to be encouraged to learn more than

what is currently tested – for example, getting experience for the full range of

driving conditions, such as night-time driving and driving in bad weather (Section

5.3.1).

Systematic learning around explicit goals and ownership of those goals

The Driver Record makes explicit what the trainee’s goals should be, but it has not

been taken up by a majority of learner drivers (Section 3.2.4). The reasons for this

need to be explored, however the current format of the document implies it is more a

tool for an instructor than for the driver (Section 4.2.4). There is a need for greater

clarity about what needs to be learned in order to drive safely and to encourage

learners to take responsibility for their learning, through effective progress reporting

and self-evaluation (Section 3.2.5).

Creating a culture of life-long learning and driver development

There is a need to engage with young people before they start learning to drive

(Section 4.2.5) and to help learner and new drivers develop safer attitudes, greater

self-awareness and reduce the likelihood of dangerous behaviour (Sections 4.2.2 and

5.5.4). Many drivers see the test as the final stage of learning to drive and very few

newly qualified drivers undertake any further training or qualifications (Section
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5.4.3). However, a high accident rate (Section 5.6.1) , gaps in exposure to certain

driving conditions (Section 5.3.1), and perceptions of significant gaps in driving

skills (Section 5.4.2), as well as the changes in demands associated with

independent driving (Section 4.3.2), indicate that some new drivers might benefit

from some kind of further training.

6.1.2 The testing challenge

Creating an overall driving test that gives a more realistic and rounded
assessment of whether someone is fit to drive alone

The practical test focuses too much on a candidate’s ability to control the car safely

at the expense of other knowledge and skills (Section 4.2). It can only sample and

measure a range of competencies under test conditions, not the driver’s future

behaviour under non-test conditions. Driver behaviour is influenced not just by the

driver’s competencies but also by attitudes, values and motives which can seriously

undermine safety (Sections 4.2.1, 4.2.2 and 5.5.4). The testing challenge is therefore

to design test elements which reliably measure these motivational influences and to

focus more generally on whether candidates are ready to drive unsupervised.

6.2 Next steps

This report has identified a number of problems with the existing system of driver

training and testing, and presents evidence that reform is needed if these problems

are to be addressed effectively.

The Driving Standards Agency (DSA) has launched the Learning to Drive

consultation paper (DSA, 2008a) on driver training and testing, which tackles many

of the issues raised here, including:

• different approaches to raising the safety of newly qualified drivers;

• improved testing arrangements; and

• new learning arrangements.

The consultation paper is available from the DSA website (www.dsa.gov.uk).
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NOTES ON KEY DATA SOURCES

• Cohort II: a study of learner and new drivers (Cohort II) – this is a major

six-year study of learner and new drivers funded by the Department for

Transport. It provides an up-to-date picture of how ‘cohorts’ of learner drivers in

Great Britain undertake driver training and testing, and of their subsequent

experiences as new drivers. Samples of 8,000 candidates for the practical driving

test were approached each quarter from November 2001 until August 2006.

These candidates completed postal questionnaires shortly after taking their

practical driving test. Those who had passed their test were then asked to

complete further questionnaires about their experiences as new drivers at 6, 12,

24 and 36 months after passing their test. The data from the Cohort II study are

not representative of all new drivers, as they represent a self-selecting sample.

More information on this study can be found in the research report by Wells et

al. (2008). This report and associated data tables are available at

http://www.dft.gov.uk/pgr/roadsafety/research/rsrr/theme2/

• National Travel Survey (NTS) – this survey is commissioned by the

Department for Transport and is designed to provide data on personal travel in

Great Britain. The survey helps provide a better understanding of the use of

transport facilities made by different sectors of the population and trends in

these patterns of demand. It has been conducted as a continuous survey since

July 1988, following ad-hoc surveys since the mid-1960s. The survey is

designed to identify long-term trends and is not suitable for monitoring short-

term trends. More information about the survey methodology and the results can

be found at www.dft.gov.uk/pgr/statistics/datatablespublications/personal/

• Road Safety Information System (RSIS) database – this database held by the

Driving Standards Agency (DSA) contains data on the driving test performance

of candidates. These data are not routinely published.

• STATS19 – this is a database of injury accidents held by the Department for

Transport. Accidents included in the database involve personal injury occurring

on the public highway (including footways) in which at least one road vehicle or

a vehicle in collision with a pedestrian is involved and which becomes known to

the police within 30 days of its occurrence. The vehicle need not be moving and

accidents involving stationary vehicles and pedestrians or users are included.

One accident may give rise to several casualties. Data are published annually by

the Department for Transport in Road Casualties Great Britain. More

information can be found at http://www.dft.gov.uk/pgr/statistics/

datatablespublications/accidents/casualtiesgbar/
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